


Red Flags in Distribution Agreements
By: Heather L. Burke, Co-Founding Partner - Origin Group Law LLP

This information is provided for educational purposes only and does not constitute legal advice.
For questions about your specific situation,  please contact your attorney. 



Cleaning Your Own House



Cleaning Your Own House
Structuring: Structuring the Company to Best Protect Personal Assets 

⇕

(Arm’s Length Contractual Relationship via a Lease)

⇕

● Entities encapsulate liabilities, protecting against personal liability in lawsuits. (*Unique 
personal liability considerations in Humboldt cannabis.)

● Landholding entities (such as LLCs or trusts) offer an additional layer of protection 
from personal liability and therefore better protect the land. 

Farmer Operating Company 

Individual Landowner(s), Land-
Holding LLC, trust, etc.



Cleaning Your Own House
Disputes and Liability: What does it mean to pierce the corporate veil?

“Piercing the corporate veil" refers to a situation in which courts put aside limited liability 
and hold a corporation’s shareholders (or members for an LLC) or directors personally liable 
for the corporation’s actions or debts. (Also defined as “When shareholders must pay losses 
from their personal assets.”)

1. There is a “unity of interest and ownership” such that the separate personalities 
of the corporation and the individual no longer exist;

and 
1. If the acts are treated as those of the corporation alone, an inequitable result 

will follow.3

3 Associated Vendors, Inc. v. Oakland Meat Co., 210 Cal.App.2d 825 (1962), relying on Stark v. Coker, 20 Cal.2d 839, 846; H.A.S. Loan Service, Inc. v. 
McColgan, 21 Cal.2d 518, 523; Automotriz etc. De California v. Resnick, 47 Cal.2d 792, 796/



Cleaning Your Own House
Disputes and Liability: Factors Supporting a Unity of Interest

● Commingling of funds and other assets, failure to segregate funds of the separate entities, 
and the unauthorized diversion of corporate funds or assets to other than corporate uses.

● The treatment by an individual of the assets of the corporation as his own.

● The holding out by an individual that he or she is personally liable for the debts of the 
corporation.

● The failure to maintain minutes or adequate corporate records/

● The concealment or misrepresentation of the identity of the responsible ownership, 
management and financial interest, or concealment of personal business activities.

*Heather’s Best Practices Tip:
If a business follows the procedures set forth in the company’s governance documents, they are 
less likely to engage in the types of activities that would support a veil piercing.



 Cleaning Your Own House
Operations: Ensuring Operations Maintain Liability Protection 

Arm’s Length Transactions

Arm’s length transactions are defined as:

1. A transaction between two unrelated and unaffiliated parties; or 

1. A transaction between two parties, however closely related they may be, 
conducted as if the parties were strangers, so that no conflict of interest 
arises.4

4  Palmdale Hills Prop. v. Argent Mgmt., LLC (In re Palmdale Hills Prop.), 2017 Bankr. 3534, 38, relying on Black's Law 
Dictionary (10th ed. 2014).



Cleaning Your Own House
Operations: Ensuring Operations Maintain Liability Protection 

Arm’s Length Transactions

● Loans: Including (and perhaps especially) from self as individual to self as entity.

● Investment: From self as individual to self as entity.

● Leases: From land owner to operating company, even if from self as individual to self 
as entity. Are the lease terms being followed?

● Service Agreements: Independent contractor service agreements for consultants, 
employment agreements and/or payroll system for farm employees.

● Purchase and Sales Agreements: In writing, addressing material terms, as well as risk 
allocation and dispute resolution.



        ⇕
(Arm’s Length Contractual Relationship via a Written Lease)

 ⇕

Farmer Operating Company 

Individual Landowner(s) or Land-
Holding LLC or trust

● Entities formed with properly 
executed governance documents.  

● Arm’s length transactions between 
the entities/individuals (i.e. 
contracts).

● Separate bank accounts and 
separate books.

● No personal guarantees from 
owners (“I got you, bro”) unless 
willing to put guarantee in writing.  

● All owners disclosed 
properly/strict compliance w/ regs.  

● Minutes/resolutions/Statements of 
Information/entity governance 
compliance.

Cleaning Your Own House
Best Practice Rules of Thumb



Vetting Potential Deals



Vetting Deals
Regulatory Vetting versus Business Vetting 

Regulatory Vetting

● “All commercial cannabis activity shall be conducted between licensees.” 
○ 3 C.C.R. § 5032 (a). 

● Utilize BCC, DPH, CDFA license search features
○ For master contracts, perhaps calendar expiration dates
○ Double check prior to every transaction

● Confirm the person works for the company, confirm with the company! 

● R&D testing prior to entering into negotiations/discussions? 



Vetting Deals
Business Vetting, aka “Due Diligence” 

● Review online business documents on the Secretary of State website.
● If they do business under a trade name, do they have a DBA that links that company to 

the name under which they are doing business? 
● Does the person you’re making the agreement with have “the capacity to bind the entity?” 
● Do they have references of people with whom they’ve done similar transactions?
● Do they have the same goals as your company?, i.e. supporting small farmers, 

regenerative farming, long term contracts, cobranding, craft or bulk purchases, etc. 
● Can they provide the services your company needs?, i.e. sufficient storage facilities, etc. 
● Are written agreements acceptable? 

○ If so, will the written agreement be completed PRIOR to performance? 
● Tax documents (W9, 8300, etc.) 
● NDA

*Goal to reduce the risk wherever possible and to know where risk remains in the transaction.



Written Distribution Agreements



Written Agreements
The Basics 
A “contract is an agreement to do or not to do a certain thing.” 

Cal. Civil Code § 1549. 

Requirements for agreement to be binding: 

(⑴)An offer by one consenting party; 
(⑵)An acceptance of the offer by the other consenting party; 
(⑶)For “consideration,” i.e. money.

Cal Civ Code § 1550.

A “sale” consists in the passing of title from the seller to the buyer for a price. 
(*Compare to a distribution services agreement.)  

Cal. Com. Code § 2106.



Written Agreements
Best Practices: Why Put the Deal in Writing? 

● Contracts may oral, in most situations. 
Cal. Civ. Code § 1622.

● Where the parties are merchants, an oral agreement is enforceable where there is 
“sufficient” confirmation of the deal (such as as sales invoice or purchase order) and 
the other party doesn't object within 10 days. 

Cal. Com. Code § 2201(2).

● A purpose of the relaxed writing requirement for enforceable sales contracts between 
merchants is to expedite confirmation of oral contracts among commercial traders who 
are presumably knowledgeable in business matters.

Procyon Corp. v. Components Direct, Inc., 203 Cal.App.3d 409 (1988.).

● If no written contract, a court will apply default rules. 



Written Agreements
Best Practices: Why Put the Deal in Writing? 

Written agreements serve to organize and memorialize deal terms, reduce confusion, 
allocate risk, and set the rules of engagement for disputes. 

(⑴)Essential Terms
Price per pound, or description of service/rate to be provided, late fees, 
regulatory considerations

(⑴)Risk Allocation 
Risk of loss, indemnity, insurance, damage limits/liability caps, etc.

(⑴)Dispute Resolution
Mandatory negotiation and mediation before arbitration or litigation, venue

*Compare handshake deal versus napkin deal versus one time agreement versus master agreement.  



Written Agreements
Best Practices: Why Put the Deal in Writing? 

Examples of Default Contract Rules in CA:

● Assignment of the contract to another party is permitted unless it changes one party’s 
duties or materially changes the risk analysis. 

Cal. Com. Code § 2210 (2). 

● If a price isn’t agreed upon in advance (under an oral contract to sell), the price due to 
seller can become the “reasonable price at the time of delivery.”  Cal. Com. Code § 
2305 (1).

● Any description or sampling of the goods may become a warranty that all goods will 
conform to that description or sample. 

     Cal. Com. Code § 2313

● A merchant could bind themselves into a contract without realizing it. 
Cal. Com. Code §§ 2201, 2204; 

● The default provisions regarding who bears the risk of loss during transport depends 
on where delivery to the buyer is to occur.  

Cal. Com. Code § 2509.



Written Agreements
Risk Allocation: Why Put the Deal in Writing?  

Risk Allocation: 
● Indemnities: where one party agrees to pay the other’s costs if something bad happens 
● Insurance: adding one party as an “additional insured”
● Damage Limits: consequential and incidental damages address damages that exceed 

the cost of the deal  
● Liability Caps: limiting damages to a certain number

Risk Allocation Issues: 
● Who is responsible to pay for losses in a products liability case?
● Who takes the loss if the product is lost during transport? 
● Who takes the loss if there is a dirty COA test?  

○ What if the test was after one or more clean tests?  
○ What if the distro didn’t clean their sorting machines before storing product?

● Who takes the loss if the product shrinks while at the distro location?



Written Distribution Agreements
Common Red Flags 

1. Lopsided Contracts: Risk allocation heavily favors one side over the other.

Example 1
[Farmer] shall notify the [Distributor] when [Farmer] has available Cannabis Flower Material to be delivered to the [Distributor] for 
purposes of the services to be provided by the Company pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, and shall deliver that Material to 
one of the [Distributor]facilities (the “Facilities”) or the [Distributor] will arrange to pick up the Material. At all times during such 
transport, Supplier shall bear the risk of loss of the Cannabis Flower Material; provided, however, that, if such Material shall be lost or 
damaged as a result of any negligence or willful misconduct by a third-party carrier, at Supplier’s request, the Company will assist 
Supplier and/or its insurance carrier in asserting claims against such carrier or its bonding agency or insurer.

Example 2 
All shipments of Products shall be made from [Farmer’s] facilities and liability for loss or damage in transit, or thereafter, shall pass 
from Company to Distributor upon written acceptance of receipt of Products from either (i) Distributor, or (ii) an authorized and 
agreed upon third party carrier for transport of the Products to Distributor.  Thereafter, Distributor shall bear all costs of 
transportation and insurance of Products.  Distributor’s liability hereunder shall be limited to the sum of: (1) any [Farmer] cash, plus 
(2) the wholesale value of Products, being transported, warehoused, or otherwise in the possession of Distributor.  

Example 3 
Goods shall be accepted by Buyer at the pickup location specified in the Purchase Order (the "Delivery Location") during Buyer's 
normal business hours or as otherwise arranged between Buyer and Seller. Unless specified on the Purchase Order, Buyer shall accept 
delivery of the Goods at the Delivery Location. ..[T]itle and risk of loss passes to Buyer upon delivery of the Goods at the Delivery 
Location and the related transfer to it in the California track-and-trace system under California Cannabis Laws. Seller bears all risk of 
loss or damage to the Goods until transfer to Buyer of in the track-and-trace system.



Written Distribution Agreements
Common Red Flags 

1. Lopsided Contracts (cont.) 

b.  Exclusivity (in many but not all situations);  

c.  All costs of deal allocated to farmer; 

2.   Overly Complicated Agreements (the KISS principle) 

3.   “Legalese” Contracts (do you understand what the contract says?) 



Written Distribution Agreements
Common Red Flags 

4.  Using the Wrong Type of Contract (purchase agreement versus 
services agreements) 

5.  Antitrust Issues (i.e. cultivator setting prices to consumer) 

6.  Regulatory Noncompliance (less of an issue in purchase agreements, 
but be extra careful in agreements where farmer retains title) 



Written Distribution Agreements
Common Red Flags 

7.  Pre-Performance of Agreement (transfer of product before contract is 
signed) 

8.  Over-reliance on attorneys and business consultants/middlemen 
(outside attorneys cannot and should not run your business!) 

9.   Failure to follow through (not signing the contract, not filling out a 
purchase order after signing a contract, not following the procedures laid 
out in the contract). 

Heather’s Best Practice’s Tip: 
Look at the captains of other industries and learn how they engage in transactions. The education is 
invaluable!!! 
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